BEST NEW NORDIC HEDGE FUND LAUNCH 2016

ROOKIE OF THE YEAR AWARD
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become billion Dollar funds or star managers.
which criteria they felt most comfortable with.

or “How well does the past track record of the
managers predispose them to be successful
managing such a strategy?” or also “What is the

process is not applicable as the methodology
used in the other categories would not lead
screening performed to nominate the funds
in each category cannot be performed, as the

This year, the jury was composed of Allan
Winkel Hansen, Founder & CEO at the Danish

CEO at Finnish Fund of Hedge Fund manager
Development at the newly established Swedish

were to be applied, the funds would not be
comparable, as the length of their track-record,
as well as the trading strategy would likely, at

peer group jury composed of other Nordic
hedge fund managers.

to assess which funds they would be most
most likely to reach their target performance,

Wahlberg, Managing Partner at the Swedish
hedge fund manager Elementa Management,
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And the winner is… the direct lending fund,
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income fund engages in the private debt market
providing capital to companies with short and
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assets under management to 400 MSEK and we are now
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